
Theme. Proverbs’ theme is wisdom, the underlying subject of its surrounding
books but a theme that Proverbs takes on directly. From start to finish, Proverbs
tells the reader that its goal is to help make the reader wise. Yet given its setting
within the Bible, and the opening reference Proverbs makes to wisdom finding its
foundation in fear of the Lord, Proverbs has a specific idea of what it means to be
wise. The worldly might define wise as clever, articulate, smart, entertaining,
attractive of mind, or capable. Proverbs, though, instead defines wisdom as the kind
of flourishing that humans would have had under God in his Eden garden and yet
can still have to degrees if they submit reverently to the Lord. The individual
sayings that the book collects show that godly flourishing under wisdom can look
like a lot of things. It doesn’t, for instance, always mean great wealth. It may
generally mean more-secure provision, better relationships, and better health,
although it offers no guarantees. Instead, Proverbs assures that respecting its
sayings, as one lives a godly life, will foster the humility that one must have to
abide and serve under the Lord. Proverbs’ goal may seem to be improving one’s
life, like self-help literature, but its goal is most assuredly not. Rather, its goal is the
same goal of every Bible book, which is to draw one closer to the good, good Lord.

Author. Proverbs credits authorship of most of its material to Solomon, although
the account admits that Solomon collected some of the book’s sayings from other
sources. Proverbs also has two sections credited to other authors Agur and Lemuel,
neither of whom history identifies. Solomon would have written his proverbs, and
collected others, before his death in 931 B.C. Proverbs 25-29 indicates that scribes
under Judah’s king Hezekiah, who reigned more than two-hundred years later,
collected those sayings of Solomon. Thus, the book had a much later
final-compilation date than the period of the reign of Solomon. That later
compilation does not detract from but rather confirms the book’s place as the center
of the Jews’ practical lessons for living, just as Christians have also now for
millennia drawn from it.

Context. Proverbs’ wisdom theme is the same theme that constitutes the other
four Bible books of which Proverbs is at the center, Job and Psalms before Proverbs
and Ecclesiastes and Song of Songs after it. All five books address wisdom from
one angle or another, although two of them in narrative form, one in a modified
narrative, and one in a love song. Proverbs, though, intends that the reader embrace
its wisdom theme practically and directly, much more like instruction, a lesson
rather than an allegory or suggestive tale. Yet Proverbs also has significant narrative
context in the reign and life of Solomon. Given Proverbs’ intimate connection with
Israel’s renowned king Solomon, who reigned at the height of Israel’s worldly
wealth and influence, that context should inform readers. Solomon, we know from 1



Kings 3-4, asked God for wisdom, a request that God granted to such a generous
degree that Solomon’s wisdom drew world renown. Proverbs resonates with that
history, including the Queen of Sheba’s attesting visit. Read Proverbs knowing how
much its sayings have meant to how many in leading a godly life, while also
reading it knowing the remarkable life of the one who under the Spirit’s inspiration
authored it.

Structure. Proverbs is much more than a random collection of sayings. Proverbs
instead has a three-part structure. Its remarkable first part, comprised of Proverbs’
first nine chapters and including some sayings, is a dramatic warning,
demonstration, and justification for wise living. In Proverbs’ first part, a father
exhorts his sons to heed lady wisdom, contrasting the caution of the wise with the
heedless abandon of the fool. Proverbs’ first part thus gives the reader compelling
reason to heed the book’s following advice. Proverbs’ first part also serves to
connect the book with the Bible’s larger narrative, especially Genesis’s garden
narrative of the fall, when humans first substituted their own judgment of what
would be good and bad for them, for the commands and wisdom of God. Proverbs’
second part, forming the book’s corpus, presents the many couplet sayings, practical
principles for the reader to follow for the good life. The book ends in chapter
thirty-one with a personification of wise living, using the illustration of a wife of
noble character. Savor Proverbs’ principles, for which readers pursue the book, but
don’t miss the marvelous material with which the author bracketed those principles.
The eternal message of any Bible book isn’t in its small lessons but rather its greater
narrative.

Key Events. Proverbs’ key events are either contextual or allegorical. Contextual
events, mentioned just above, include Solomon’s prayer for wisdom, God’s
generous answer, and the Queen of Sheba’s visit attesting to those events. Proverbs’
allegorical events occur within its remarkable introduction. Proverbs 1:20 has
wisdom calling openly in the public square, crying out at the city gate. Following
chapters record a father exhorting his sons to pursue and heed the lady wisdom.
Chapter nine says that wisdom has built her house, while folly sits at her own
house’s door inviting in the fool whose eyes and heart wander. In these and other
ways, Proverbs introduces a practical sense of time and place into its lessons,
making the book much more than a set of principles and instead more like wisdom’s
illustration.

Key Locations. As the prior paragraph suggests, Proverbs has symbolic locations
that serve its instructive goal quite well. Solomon and the other authors of Proverbs’
sayings were not Athenian philosophers. The book makes no pretense of drawing
the reader away into abstract constructs. Rather, the sayings embed themselves in



the ordinary places and events of life. Wisdom and folly compete in the public
square and city streets. Both sit in front of their houses, each beckoning in their own
way to passersby, each to opposite ends. These place references adorn the sayings
themselves. Proverbs 14:1 has wisdom building a house, one that Proverbs 12:7
says stands firm and Proverbs 15:6 says holds great treasure, these among dozens of
other house references. Similarly, Proverbs 24:27 says to get your fields ready
before building your house, Proverbs 13:23 and 21:4 warning to be sure to plow
your fields, and Proverbs 27:26 and 31: 16 urging to buy such fields out of your
earnings. The sayings demonstrate economic and moral principles using actions in
ordinary places, making Proverbs highly accessible, even deliberately humorous in
places. Thus, better to live on the corner of your roof than in your house with a
quarrelsome spouse, Proverbs 21:9 and 25:24 tell us. Delight in the familiarity of
Proverbs’ places.

Revelation of Christ. As a book of wisdom sayings, one might assume that
Proverbs has little to say about Jesus Christ. That supposition would be wrong for at
least two reasons. First, Proverbs 8:22-31, deep in the book’s splendid introduction,
reveals Christ so directly that it was among the prophetic Hebrew Bible passages
that the early church distinctly embraced. Revealing Jesus, the passage tells us that
wisdom was with the Lord before his ancient deeds, at the very beginning,
delighting not only in the Lord’s presence but also in the Lord’s creation, especially
humankind. This and other passages in Proverbs’ introduction make clear that the
book’s sayings emanate as attributes of Christ’s divinity. If, as 1 Corinthians 1:24
confirms, Christ is God’s wisdom, then Proverbs in its every reference to wisdom
describes none other than Jesus Christ. Every saying reflects the character of Christ.
We ask today what Jesus would do, and in Proverbs we find the answers. God’s
wisdom, Christ, is from the Father, as the exact representation of the Father’s being,
Hebrews 1:1-3 tells us. God’s wisdom is the pattern of both creation and its
redemption, in and through Christ.

Application. Proverbs should be the easiest of Bible books to apply because of
the direct and practical nature of its lessons, together with their simplicity and
numerosity. Proverbs gives a ton of direct, simple advice. Yet doing what Proverbs
exhorts is not easy. If it were, then we wouldn’t need its lessons. Proverbs’ sayings
often cut against the ingrained selfishness and sin of the human condition, which is
exactly their value. Listen to Proverbs’ cautions, and then follow them. Turn, for
instance, from the knee-jerk, emotional response that you wish to make to your
neighbor’s insult, and instead do as Proverbs 12:16 says, which is to overlook an
insult. The Hebrew Bible is meditation literature, not meant for a once-over reading
but instead meant to be read and re-read constantly, embraced, mulled, and



incorporated into character to produce life action. Treat Proverbs as a dear friend
from whom you benefit by constant listening. Do not let your relationship with
Proverbs’ wisdom, who is the Son of God, grow cold.

Memory Verses. 1:7: The fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge, but
fools despise wisdom and instruction. 3:1-2: My son, do not forget my teaching, but
keep my commands in your heart, for they will prolong your life many years and
bring you peace and prosperity. 3:5-6: Trust in the Lord with all your heart and
lean not on your own understanding; in all your ways submit to him, and he will
make your paths straight. 4:7: Get wisdom. Though it cost all you have, get
understanding. 8:22-23: “The Lord brought me forth as the first of his works, before
his deeds of old; I was formed long ages ago, at the very beginning, when the world
came to be.” 10:12: Hatred stirs up conflict, but love covers over all wrongs. 12:1:
Whoever loves discipline loves knowledge, but whoever hates correction is stupid.
13:24: Whoever spares the rod hates their children, but the one who loves their
children is careful to discipline them. 15:1: A gentle answer turns away wrath, but a
harsh word stirs up anger. 18:21: The tongue has the power of life and death, and
those who love it will eat its fruit. 21:2: A person may think their own ways are
right, but the Lord weighs the heart. 31:10: A wife of noble character who can find?
She is worth far more than rubies.


